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•A defining characteristic of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is difficulty with 
social communication, including the production and comprehension of 
language1

                                                             

•The ability to track patterns and probabilities within language and within the 
environment as a whole (Statistical Learning; SL) contributes to learning these 
language skills2                                                                          

•For example, in language, learners can predict which syllables occur together 
more often than others, helping them to understand words and word meanings                                                                                       

•SL has been shown to be impaired in ASD3 and may therefore contribute to the 
language and social communication difficulties observed in this population                                                                     

•One outstanding question in the field is how the known difficulties with SL in 
ASD impacts their ability to process language and other communicative signals 

Results

Results

1) Reduced auditory SL abilities were significantly related to increased    
    autistic traits
 2) Better visual SL abilities were related to better receptive language                   
    abilities
3) Visual SL abilities were significantly related to autism-related social    
     knowledge 
4) Receptive language ability significantly mediated the relationship       
    between visual SL and autism-related social knowledge    

                                                                                       

• Reduced SL abilities cascade into language and socio-communicative 
impairments in ASD, preventing these individuals from engaging in 
opportunities or picking up on cues that would otherwise enhance 
language learning                                                                             
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1) The ability to learn implicit sta�s�cs in the auditory and visual
domains will relate to au�s�c traits

2) Auditory and visual SL will be related to recep�ve and expressive 
language ability

3) Decreased performance on the auditory and visual SL tasks 
will be related to decreased social communica�on abili�es

      
  

Participants:

Measures:                                                                    Transitional Probabilities

• Participants passively listened to and observed                                                 
auditory and visual sequences that followed a                                                  
statistical pattern with embedded statistical                                                     
regularities unknown to them

Auditory SL Paradigm:
• patubi, tutibu, babupu, bupada, dutaba, pidadi                   

Visual SL Paradigm:                                          
• Novel black shapes (presented one at a time)

         

      
                                                                                                   
       pa          tu          bi                     tu          ti          bu
Measures of Autism Symptom Severity and Social Communication:

• Autism Spectrum Quotient                             • Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals      
• Broad Autism Phenotype Questionnaire         • Multidimensional Social Competence Scale

N Females Males M Age SD 
95 61 34 18.18 0.73 

 

Syllables within the same word typically 
have higher statistical relationships than 

those between words 

Between

  Within

Response: Participants were instructed to click the corresponding key on the keyboard 
Accuracy Scores: The percentage of correct responses on auditory and visual SL tasks

 patubi     padubu      

Which sound sounds more                                
like something you heard                          

before?

    

(Word) (Non-word)

Choose the pattern that                                                
appeared together in the                                                        

first part

Choose the pattern you are                                    
most familiar with as a whole

Choose the shape that best                    
completes the pattern

SL abili�es are specifically related to mul�ple 
issues associated with ASD including recep�ve language 

abili�es and social competency
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r = -.29**
p = .004

r = -.32**
p = .001

r = .31**
p = .002

r = .33**
p = .001

 r = .24*
p = .018

  Within

         The probability of X, given Y: 

 

                  frequency of XY 
 Y|X:      _________________ 

                    frequency of X 

Choose the pattern that                                                
appeared together in the                                                        

first part

Choose the pattern you are most                         
familiar with as a whole

• Autistic traits were significantly related to 
auditory SL        

• Visual SL was significantly related to 
receptive language but not auditory SL

• Autism-related social knowledge was 
significantly related to receptive language and 
visual SL

Bivariate correlations were conducted to determine potential relationships between measures  
of statistical learning, language abilities,  social competency, and autistic traits

Follow up mediation analyses were conducted for instances where three variables were 
intercorrelated

RECEPTIVE 
LANGUAGE
ABILITIES

SOCIAL
KNOWLEDGE

STATISTICAL 
LEARNING
ABILITIES

• Greater autistic traits are related to a decreased ability to learn patterns 
in the auditory domain

• Better visual SL abilities are related to better language comprehension 

• Receptive language ability significantly mediates the relationship 
between visual SL abilities and autism-related social knowledge 

(c’ = .158) 
 c = .243

a = .307* b = .277* 
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